
IPTV function User Guide 
1. Free IPTV 

some customer may want to use their own link which find 
from internet,as below: 
① create one file called tvlist.txt on computer 

 
② input the link which you find using fomat as: 

channelname+space+channellink+space+$categoryna
me$ 

 
Or(this fomat have not category): 

     channelname+space+channellink 
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③ copy the tvlist.txt to usb drive and insert it to the box 
 

④ also you can copy the m3u fomat to usb drive,the STB  
support the format(Note:the file name must be 
tvlist.m3u) 

 
 

⑤ enter Network App and click Free IPTV,you can see 
playing tvlist link channel(Note:the network must be 
connected success) 
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Click the ok key,you will see channel list,press remote red 
button to save the TV channel. 
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press remote play  key ,you can see category 
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2. NEW TV+ 
The NEW TV+ is the free iptv for customer,you can see the 
status in camds setup 
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3. Other IPTV protocal 

some customer may want to use their own or parter IPTV 
server. As below: 
①query our  
②deliver the protocol to our 
③add the IPTV to Network App 
Note:some IPTV protocol run by the STB may not be 
smoothly. 
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4. Stalker 
We will enable this function as customer request. Enter 
Stalker from Network App ,you can see the login menu  

 
 
You can input the stalker portal accounts use keyboard 
manual. Also you can input the accounts as below: 
①� create one file called stalker.txt on computer 
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②input the account which you find using fomat as: 

 
 
③copy the stalker.txt to usb drive,insert to the STB 
Press red button to load the config file.Maximum we can 
support 5 portals,but can be added more as you like. 
Note:make sure your stalker.txt content comply with the 
formal JSON(JavaScript Object Notation) format. 
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